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An arbitrarily small concentration of impurities can affect the spin Hall conductivity in a two-dimensional 
semiconductor system. We develop a Boltzmann-like equation that can be used for impurity scattering with an 
arbitrary angular dependence, and for an arbitrary angular dependence of the spin-orbit field b(k) around the 
Fermi surface. For a model applicable to a two-dimensional hole system in GaAs, if the impurity scattering is 
not isotropic, we find that the spin Hall conductivity depends on the derivative of b with respect to the energy, 
on deviations from a parabolic band structure, and on the angular dependence of the scattering. In principle, the 
resulting spin Hall conductivity can be larger or smaller than the ‘Intrinsic value,” and can have an opposite 
sign. In the limit of small-angle scattering, in a model appropriate for small hole concentrations, where the 
band is parabolic and b^-k3, the spin Hall conductivity has an opposite sign from the intrinsic value, and has 
a larger magnitude. Our analysis assumes that the spin-orbit splitting b and the transport scattering rate t _1 are 
both small compared to the Fermi energy, but the method is valid for an arbitrary value of br.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An electric current passing through a semiconductor can 
induce spin polarization near lateral edges of the sample, 
with an opposite sign at opposite edges. Such an effect, com­
monly referred to as the spin Hall effect, had been predicted 
more than 30 years ago,1 to our knowledge, and was ob­
served recently.2”4 This effect results from the coupling be­
tween spin and momentum of an itinerant electron. Two spe­
cific mechanisms have been considered for the spin Hall 
effect. The “extrinsic” mechanism couples the spin to the 
momentum during events of impurity scattering in the Mott 
skew scattering channel.1-5-6 As a result, scattered electrons 
of different spin polarizations propagate towards opposite 
boundaries of the system. As opposed to the extrinsic, the 
“intrinsic” effect originates from a spin-split band structure7-8 
rather than from impurity scattering.
Experiments have been performed on both 
electron-doped2-4 and hole-doped3 GaAs-based semiconduc­
tor structures of different dimensionalities. A spin Hall effect 
in three-dimensional ??-doped GaAs films2 has been ex­
plained in terms of extrinsic skew and sidejump impurity 
scattering,9-10 while the intrinsic mechanism was estimated11 
to yield the spin accumulation smaller by an order of mag­
nitude than actually observed in the experiment. The two­
dimensional electron gas on a (110) surface of GaAs, studied 
in Ref. 4, was also in the dirty limit, and the spin Hall effect 
observed there was attributed to extrinsic effects. On the 
other hand, p-doped two-dimensional (2D) samples used in 
the experiments of Ref. 3 were estimated to contain very few 
impurities and it was suggested that the observations reflect a 
spin Hall effect of the intrinsic type.
While experiments directly measure spin accumulation 
along the sample edges, theoretical contributions to the field 
of the spin Hall effect are mostly concerned with a different
quantity which is easier to calculate, namely, the spin cur­
rent. The latter is conventionally defined as the expectation 
value of the operator f k=C{Sj,vk}, where s and v are, respec­
tively, the operators of the carrier spin and velocity (which is, 
in general, also spin dependent), and the normalization con­
stant C has been chosen differently by different authors. (In 
the present paper, we define s,- to have eigenvalues ±fi/2,  and 
we choose C = 7 , so that the spin current is equal to f i l l  
times the difference in the particle currents for carriers with 
opposite spins.) Apart from the normalization, the definition 
of spin currents is largely a matter of convenience since it is 
not rigorously related to spin polarization (accumulation) by 
a conservation law, as opposed to, e.g., the electric charge 
conservation, namely, ^Sj+V Jl^O.  Nonconservation of 
spin currents (due to spin precession) makes the problem of 
its conversion into polarization highly nontrivial. Moreover, 
since the spin current is even with respect to time inversion, 
it is not necessarily absent even in equilibrium.12 In the 
present paper we concentrate on the 2D electron and hole 
systems. In this case the components of spin current j~k po­
larized along the direction (z) perpendicular to the 2D plane 
appear due to nonequilibrium conditions only.
The paper8 predicted a universal value for the intrinsic 
spin Hall current in a 2D electron gas, with spin-orbit cou­
pling of the Rashba form, which, using the normalization of 
the present paper, is given by
independent of the strength of the spin-orbit (SO) interaction. 
(The prediction of Ref. 7 for three-dimensional hole systems, 
though dependent on the electron density, was also indepen­
dent of the strength of the SO coupling). These results im­
mediately posed a question of how impurities would affect
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the spin Hall conductivity. The derivation of formula (1) ne­
glected scattering, but also assumed a steady state. The latter, 
however, is impossible in an infinite system if the momen­
tum relaxation is absent. Soon a number of papers appeared 
about the role of impurity scattering, which, initially, reached 
different conclusions. Some studies encountered the decreas­
ing of the magnitude of the effect with increasing 
scattering,13-14 while others found a universal value (1) even 
in the presence of scattering. However, it is now generally 
agreed that in the simplest model of a 2D electron gas 
(2DEG), with a spin-orbit coupling that is linear in the wave 
vector k, the dc spin Hall conductivity will vanish, even in 
the case of arbitrarily small impurity concentrations. Tnoue et 
al.15 first reached this conclusion in the clean limit, b r—f^c, 
where the spin-orbit splitting b exceeds the transport scatter­
ing rate r-1, while entertaining the possibility of a finite ef­
fect for finite values of br.
The present authors16 developed a theory based on a 
quantum kinetic equation to describe the spin-polarized 
transport in the two-dimensional electron systems for an ar­
bitrary ratio of spin-orbit splitting and the scattering rate, as 
long as they are both small compared to the Fermi energy 
(b , t "1 < E f ). Applying this theory to the spin Hall effect in a 
2DEG with (k linear) Rashba coupling and isotropic impu­
rity scattering, we established the vanishing of spin Hall con­
ductivity for arbitrary values of the product br. However, the 
cancellation is complete only in the bulk. Near the contacts 
which inject unpolarized electrons, spin currents are nonzero 
and, hence, a spin polarization normal to a plane can accu­
mulate near the corners of a sample.
The models used in Refs. 15 and 16 assumed short-range 
impurity potentials, with isotropic scattering. The result of 
the vanishing spin Hall conductivity in a 2DEG with Rashba 
coupling was subsequently confirmed by several 
studies, 17~19-23 and were shown to hold for an arbitrary angu­
lar dependence of the impurity scattering. Early numerical 
calculations20-21 seemed to contradict the theoretical work 
but later ones supported the vanishing the of spin Hall 
current.22 Results for a 2DEG with Rashba coupling can also 
be applied directly to a model for a 2DEG on a (001) surface 
with pure k-linear Dresselhaus coupling, as the two problems 
are related by a rotation in spin space.
As was pointed out by Dimitrova,23 the vanishing of dc 
spin currents j \  in an infinite 2D system with k-linear spin- 
orbit coupling has a simple explanation in terms of the fol­
lowing operator argument. Consider a system with the spin- 
independent disorder and the “Rashba”-type spin-orbit 
coupling24 Hso=a(crxkv-crvkx), where cr represents the set of 
three Pauli spin matrices, and k is the canonical momentum. 
The equation of motion for the operator of spin polarization 
yields (l=x,y):c)lai=i[HS0,ai]/fi=-4ainjj/f i}, where in is 
the electron effective mass. It follows from this identity that 
a nonzero expectation value of the spin current j] would 
result in a time-dependent spin polarization along the corre­
sponding direction /, which is impossible in a steady state. 
This operator argument applies also to a model with a com­
bination of Rashba and k-linear Dresselhaus coupling. In 
agreement with this argument, analytical calculations con­
firm the vanishing of weak-localization (of the first order in 
\ / E ft) corrections to the spin Hall conductivity.25
It should be emphasized that this vanishing of the spin 
Hall conductivity is characteristic of the 2D electron system 
with SO coupling linear in momentum. Cubic Dresselhaus 
terms in the spin-orbit Hamiltonian, which are "<<rxkxk[ 
-<rxkxk\ for a 2D electron system on a (001) surface, should 
result in a finite spin Hall conductivity.26
For a 2D hole system in an asymmetric confining well, 
the Rashba effect gives rise to a spin-orbit field b(k) whose 
direction winds three times around a circle in the x-v plane 
as k moves once around the Fermi circle.27-28 It turns out, in 
this case, that for short-range impurities there is no cancel­
lation in the clean limit, and one then obtains the full value 
of the intrinsic spin Hall effect, at least in a simplified model 
which neglects cubic anisotropy.29-30 Curiously, in contrast to 
the 2DEG, it is the vertex corrections that vanish in this case, 
analogous to the absence of the vertex corrections to the 
electrical conductivity for short-range impurities.31
Vertex corrections are also absent in an H-doped 3D 
system with Dresselhaus interaction, HS0=k(jxkx(k~-kZ) 
+cycl. permut., and short-range impurity scattering, in this 
case due to the cubic crystal symmetry. In the absence of 
vertex corrections, the impurities lead to a smooth relax- 
ational suppression of the spin Hall conductivity due to the 
broadening of the spectral function of carriers. In principle, 
one should obtain the full intrinsic value of the spin Hall 
conductivity in the clean limit, but 3D systems are always in 
the dirty limit, where the intrinsic spin Hall conductivity is 
reduced by a factor ~(br)2. As mentioned above, the spin 
Hall effect observed in 3D H-type GaAs is most probably due 
to extrinsic scattering effects, omitted from the model dis­
cussed here.2-9-10
It is natural to ask whether the absence of vertex correc­
tions for the 2D hole system is special to the assumption of 
short-range impurities, or whether it applies equally well to a 
model with an arbitrary angular dependence of the impurity 
scattering. In the present paper, we develop equations to cal­
culate the spin Hall conductivity for an arbitrary form of the 
impurity potential, and for an arbitrary form of the spin-orbit 
field b(k) in a 2D system. A solution of these equations is 
simple in models which have an overall circular symmetry, 
and we obtain analytic results in the limit of small-angle 
scattering, resulting from a smooth disorder. This type of 
disorder is a good assumption for many 2D systems in which 
the impurity centers (dopants) reside relatively far from the 
heterostructure interface.
The result of our analysis is that the spin Hall conductiv­
ity, in general, does depend on the form of the impurity scat­
tering, and except for the case of isotropic scattering, de­
pends also on the energy dependence of the spin-orbit 
coupling and on the deviation from parabolicity of the en­
ergy dispersion for the carriers. In our circularly symmetric 
model, the magnitude of the spin-orbit field b(k) is indepen­
dent of the direction of k, while its direction winds N  times 
around the unit circle in the x-v plane, at a uniform rate, as k 
moves around the Fermi circle. (N must be an odd integer 
due to time reversal symmetry.) The energy dependence of b 
and deviations of the energy dispersion ek from a parabolic 
form near the Fermi energy, are then characterized by two 
parameters N  and £, defined in Eq. (4) below, and for a given
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form of the impurity scattering, the spin Hall conductivity is 
found to depend on N, N, and f.
In Sec. II, below, we define precisely the models we are 
considering and the relevant parameters. In Sec. Ill, the 
transport quantities are expressed in terms of the Wigner dis­
tribution function, for which Boltzmann-like equations of 
motion are presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, these equations 
are solved in the case of our circularly symmetric model. In 
Sec. VI, we obtain explicit formulas, Eqs. (57) and (61), for 
the two limiting cases of isotropic scattering and small-angle 
scattering by the impurities. The relation of our results to 
previous theoretical results and to recent experiments is dis­
cussed in Sec. VII. Some details of the derivations are pre­
sented in Appendix A, and an alternate derivation of the 
kinetic equations of motion, using Green's function methods, 
is presented in Appendix B.
II. MODEL
We consider a two-dimensional system of noninteracting 
electrons or holes, described by a one-body Hamiltonian of 
the form:
H = ek- \ b ( k ) -  (r+V(r),  (2)
where V is the potential due to impurities, and k is the ki­
netic momentum operator. In the presence of a vector poten­
tial A, we have k = p -? A /c , where p =  -/V. Throughout this 
paper, e is the charge of the carriers, and we set fi = 1 except 
where explicitly noted. We may include a uniform electric 
field E by letting A depend on time.
By time reversal symmetry, the spin-orbit field b must 
satisfy b (k )= -b (-k ). Note that vectors such as k and r, 
which refer to spatial coordinates, have two Cartesian com­
ponents, while vectors in the spin space, such as b have three 
components.
We have assumed for simplicity that ek, the energy dis­
persion in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, is isotropic and 
a monotonic function of k. The formulas derived below can 
be extended in a straightforward manner to more compli­
cated band structures, but the formulas would then be much 
less transparent, and the resulting integral equations are more 
difficult to solve.
As a further simplification, we shall later specialize to 
models where b has a simple rotational symmetry; i.e., we 
assume
b. = 0, bx + iby = bQ(k)eim, (3)
where bQ(k) is a complex number, whose magnitude may 
vary with the magnitude of k, but whose phase is indepen­
dent of k. This will allow us to obtain analytic solutions to 
the equations. The final results will, of course, depend cru­
cially on the winding number N. We shall see that results can 
also be affected by the energy dependence of b and by de­
viations of the energy dispersion ek from a parabolic form 
near the Fermi energy. We characterize these dependences by
constants N  and f, with
d In k d\x\k
for k equal to the Fermi momentum. [Here v(k) = dek!dk is 
the electron velocity without spin-orbit corrections.] In other 
words, we assume that near the Fermi energy, v ^ k l+K and
bx + iby * kNeiNe. (5)
For a 2D electron system on a (100) surface of a III-V 
semiconductor, the case N= 1 corresponds to pure Rashba 
coupling, while N = - 1 corresponds to a k-linear Dresselhaus 
coupling. The case N= 3 arises in a circularly symmetric 
model of a 2D hole system, which ignores warping due to 
the tetragonal symmetry. In the limit of small hole doping, 
the band structure is parabolic and (bx+ibx) :c(kx + ikx)3;
hence f= 0  and N=N= 3. At larger values of the doping, 
when the Fermi energy becomes comparable to the splitting 
between the light and heavy hole bands, the values of N  is 
reduced, and the value of f  will be negative. At still higher 
doping, both light and heavy hole bands become occupied, 
and the situation is more complicated.
The Hamiltonian (2) assumes that there is no direct spin- 
orbit coupling associated with the impurity potential or with 
applied electric field. For example, it omits terms of the form 
Xcr-(kxVV'), which are generally present in systems with 
spin-orbit coupling. This term leads to skew scattering by the 
impurities, giving an extrinsic contribution to the spin Hall 
conductivity. Since there is no direct general relation be­
tween the coupling constant X and the magnitude of the in­
trinsic spin-orbit splitting b, it is at least logically consistent 
to consider a model with X=0. Moreover, the skew- 
scattering cross section is of higher order in the impurity 
potential V than the ordinary transport scattering cross sec­
tion, so it is normally dominated by places where the carrier 
enters a region of strong potential gradients, close to the 
impurity. In a remotely doped 2D hole system one might 
expect that the skew-scattering contribution to the spin Hall 
conductivity should be relatively small, at least if one can 
ignore the scattering by residual impurities close to the 2D 
system.
We concentrate on systems that are large compared to the 
mean free path. The “mesoscopic” spin Hall effect32-34 in 
ballistic heterostructures is, therefore, beyond the scope of 
the present paper.
TTT. BOLTZMANN FORMULATION
We begin by defining a Wigner distribution function for 
the carriers, which is a 2 X 2 matrix in spin space, given by
n„/J(k,r,e,r) = —  f  d 2s d T e ik^ i€T
2it J
x ( ' / ' s ( r  + +
(6)
In thermal equilibrium, if the spin-orbit coupling is absent
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(b = 0) and impurities are neglected, we have the standard 
result
nu/3-/o(e)<5(e_  e*)<5a-/3. (7)
w here/0 is the Fermi function. For b + 0, there are two dif­
ferent wave vectors at a given energy e and a given direction
0, corresponding to spin states parallel or antiparallel to b. 
Introducing an index <x=±l to distinguish these two states, 
one finds in equilibrium, nap=ne^ k , e )  with
;,eci -
-<r=±l
5ayS + v *  " afi j/o( e) ek + c r^ j . (8)
Impurity scattering broadens the S functions in these expres­
sions, but does not shift their centers or alter their ampli­
tudes, provided that the scattering rate is small compared to 
the Fermi energy Ep.
We define the distribution as a function of energy and the 






with k=fc(cos 0,sin 0). (We suppress here the indices r  and t, 
and we shall omit other indices as well when the meaning is 
clear.) Substituting (8) into (9), we find, in equilibrium, to 
first order in h / E F,
nafj = >K^(0,e): (0 o  fo(e)8al3+fo(e)~r~‘J • ” ( (27T)-vf 87r  de\
keh(ke)
(10)
where v f=dek/dk, and kf is the value of k such that ek is 
equal to the given value of e. For e at the Fermi energy, kf is 
the Fermi momentum in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, 
and v f is the corresponding Fermi velocity. The last term in 
(10) may be understood as arising from the difference in the 
densities of states for the two spin states <x=± 1, which may 
be written as (2TT)~~2(ke+Sk)/(ve+Sv), where Sk=(ba/2ve) 
is the spin-orbit correction to the particle momentum at a 
given energy and Sv = (d2ek/dk2)Sk + [\)adb/dk is the correc­
tion to its velocity. (We used here a well-known expression 
for 2D density of states: v2p={27T)^2kf / v f, see also Appen­
dix A.) The shifts in momentum and velocity have the oppo­
site sign for the two values of cr, and the final term in Eq.
(10) is obtained by expanding to first order in these shifts.
Finally, we introduce functions n(0,e) and 3»(0, e), which 
describe the excess number and spin densities in the momen­
tum direction 0 and energy e, defined by
n(0,e)
afi-
If n and <J» are known, we can readily compute the par­
ticle current and spin current, as well as the particle density 
and spin density at a spatial point r. We define the spin 
density and spin current by
^ ‘(r) = < ^ (r)< /3 ^ (r)> , (12)
-  a.fi
j ^ r )  = - X  « . ( r HCT/‘,v}a. ^ ( r ) ) ,  (13)
f a.fi
where v is the velocity operator,
dek cr (9b (k)
(14)
(9k 2 (9k
At any point r, we then have for densities and currents
(n) -  n0
riTr rx
J dffq J -y-
de n(0,e), 
d e ® fl(0,e).
d e \ e(0)n(0,e).-J>J.
rlTT r?-






v /0 )  = uf(cos 0,sin 0), 






is the spin-orbit contribution. In the equation for j, we have 
dropped terms of order This is justified because we
assume \b\!Ep<\,  and in the situations we will consider, 
values of |<J»| are smaller than the characteristic values of 
n(0,e) by a factor of \b\/Ep or more.
IV. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We will be interested in the linear response of the system 
to an infinitesimal applied electric field E, which might, in 
general, depend on space as well as time. In developing the 
equations of motion, then, we need to only consider terms 
which are of first order in <1> and n, or first order in E\ we 
may ignore terms of order En or E®.
In the absence of the spin-orbit coupling, the linearized 










is the standard advection term,
- (9 










describes acceleration of particles by the external field, and
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Bn(0)
Bt scat J 0f  d 0 'K(0 -  0')[n(0')-n(0)],  (24)
is the collision integral. The scattering kernel K is given in 
the Born approximation, by
K ( 0 - 0') = W(q)kJ{2iwe),
q = 2ke sin([$- 0'\U), 
W ^ - d H q ) ] 2). (25)
Here V(q) is the Fourier component of the scattering poten­
tial at wave vector q, and we have assumed that its mean- 
square value is independent of the direction in space. In (23), 
we have assumed that the electric field E is oriented along 
the x  axis. The equations assume that spatial variations are 
slow on the scale of the Fermi wavelength, and they may 
need to be supplemented by boundary conditions derived 
from microscopic equations, in the case of a sharp interface 
or sample edge.
The equations given above for BnlBt remain valid in the 
presence of spin-orbit coupling, to first order in b/Ep. The 
equations of motion for <&, however, are affected in an es­




„ * h Bt E Bt scat
Bt
* 3 




<?b\ 1= - b x $  + n b x  , 
b \ Bk J 4vf
Ee ( B f o \ ± (-) i -  i (b sin 0), 





Bt scat J 0
d0’K { 0 - 0 ') [* (0 ') -*(<?)]
rit
+ d0’[M(0,0’)n(0’) - M ( 0 ’,0)n(0)]. 
Jo
(30)
The spin-orbit contribution to the scattering kernel can be 
divided into two different parts:
where
Mrf(ftfl'): veK{Q~




originates from the spin-orbit correction to the density of 
states, and
[b (0 )+ b(0 ')j ( 0 -  0’ \ B K ( 0 - 0’) 
tan| —:—  -
4 L B0
(33)
is due to the spin dependence of the momentum transfer 
entering the scattering matrix element. In the case of small- 
angle scattering, Eqs. (32) and (33), which are correct to first 
order in b, require not only that b/Eh<  1, but also that b 
< v hq, where q is the typical scattering momentum. In other 
words, we do not consider an extremely smooth potential for 
which q < b / vh.
Equations (26)-(33) contain a precession of electron spin 
due to the spin-orbit interaction, acceleration of electrons by 
an electric field, and impurity scattering. It therefore de­
scribes the polarization of electron spins due to spin Hall 
effect and relaxation of this polarization via the Dyakonov- 
Perel mechanism. A more detailed derivation of these equa­
tions will be given in Appendixes A and B. We give here just 
a brief indication of the origin of the various terms. We then 
shall explore some consequences of these equations in 
simple cases, which will shed additional light on their mean­
ing and will provide some nontrivial consistency checks.
A. Origins
The contribution given by (28) may be understood as aris­
ing from the precession of the spin, induced by the spin-orbit 
field b. The second term on the right-hand side of this equa­
tion is zero in any case where the direction of b is deter­
mined by the direction of k, independent of the magnitude of 
k, and we shall omit it in the following. The electric field 
term (29) reflects the action of E on the equilibrium distri­
bution (8), as explained in Appendix A.
The scattering kernel M entering (30) gives a contribution 
to B<f>/Bt proportional to n, which is present even when 
= 0. The term Mrf, given by (32), arises because there are two 
different Fermi radii at a given energy e and a given direc­
tion ft corresponding to spin states parallel or antiparallel to 
b, and the densities of final states are generally different for 
particles scattered into these two spin states. The second term 
M M', given by (33) arises when the scattering matrix element 
depends on q, because the momentum transfer actually de­
pends not only on 0-0 ' ,  but also on the initial and final 
Fermi radii, and hence on the component of the spin in the 
directions of b(ft and b(ft).
B. Application to simple examples
First consider a situation where E= 0, and n(0,e) is inde­
pendent of ft The equations of motion for <l> then have a 
time-independent solution where
(34)
A change in the electron density independent of 0 is just 
what one would find if one makes a small change in the 
chemical potential, by an amount Sfi such that
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S/i v j c j  (Vo 
\ (>e,
(35)
The change in the equilibrium distribution produced by a 
shift Sfi can be obtained from (10) by replacing f f)(e) by 
fo(e-Sfi) .  We see that this would change the polarization by 
an amount precisely equivalent to (34), as is required.
As another example, we may consider a situation where 
there is no impurity scattering as well as no electric field. We 
may then construct spatially varying time-independent solu­
tions of the equations of motion of the form
<&(r,6U) = ab + c[g cos(<5k • r) + (k X g)sin(<5k • r)],
(36)
where b is a unit vector parallel to b(£e, 0), g is a unit vector
perpendicular to b, a and c are arbitrary constants, which 
may depend on 0 and e, and
<5k = ----(cos ftsin 0).
2vf
(37)
This steady state corresponds to a situation where we have 
populated eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with energy e and 
wave vector direction 0, whose spin at r= 0  is polarized in 
the direction ab+cg. The spin polarization precesses with a 
spatial frequency <5k as one moves away from the origin.
Finally, we may consider a situation where impurities ex­
ist only in a small region about the origin, whose radius is 
small compared to 1 / Sk but large on the scale of the Fermi 
wavelength. We can then construct a scattering wave solution 
of the Hamiltonian, for which there is an incident plane wave 
of definite energy e and wave vector k, with polarization 
parallel or antiparallel to b(k). The scattered wave radiating 
from the origin will have spin parallel to the spin of the 
incident wave for r  close to the origin, but will have a spin 
direction that depends on r  away from the origin. If one 
moves out along a constant direction r, the spin direction will 
precess about the direction b (k '), where k ' is a vector of 
magnitude k€ and direction r. The polarization <I»(r, 0, e) pro­
duced by such a scattering wave solution will give a time- 
independent solution of the equations of motion derived 
above, at least within the Born approximation.
V. CASE OF CIRCULAR SYMMETRY
We now specialize to the case where b(k) has the simple 
dependence on 0 given by (3). We wish to find the linear 
response to a uniform electric field, in an infinite homoge­
neous system.
When the angular dependence of b is given by (3), the 
equations can be solved by Fourier transform in 0, i.e., by 
expanding <l>(0) in circular harmonics:
Am 6
d>+ = d>i. + /d>v = 2 Am 6
(38)
Since <J>. is real, we have <!>;;,= (<J>im)’. Also, since K is real 
and an even function of 0-0 ' ,  we see that Km is real and 





' b(f im+N+ b0&N_m 
2/ ’






J [ 4h.(/V+ I) ~ 4«.W-1)] ., . ' (39)de '
87r v f
(40)
The scattering contribution depends on n(0,e). For a dc 
electric field, one obtains the standard result.
n(0,e) = E t
ekf / V o ) cos 0,
2 t t \  de /
where r  is the transport scattering lifetime, given by
0











+ J [T(+)4h.W+D + T(-)^m.(/V-l)]|-  ' j
T(±)= io+ To ± K ' 1 - 
Y/) = 2iTVoT(Ki - K N) ( N - 0 ,
7o = 2 TTVoT
KN+i + KN - ■KN+ K i - K ()
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K ( 9 -  O') = tanl ? ,
fiO
(49)
It is seen by inspection that the solution of these equations 
has all components zero except for $ w±1 and <1>i = (<1>11) \  
which are therefore determined by a set of three coupled 
linear equations. For a dc applied field, where d<f>/dt 
=d<i>z/dt=0 , these equations may be written in the form
2i<t>] = (-bo<t>N+l + b0&N_l)T,
T  1&AI+.1'± 'AI+.1i<E>* Vo)  
to f r * "








k,„ = 2tt(Kq -  K„,)t, a i+) = [ +  yi+) +  r/0(N + 1)] ,
<V) =  [ - 7 m + % ^ - D ] - (53)
Note that km are dimensionless constants that depend on the 
shape of the angular dependence of the impurity scattering, 
but not on its overall strength.
Solution of these equations gives
I fif0) ( kN +lbQa (__) +
U e / \  2D ' (
2/$" = Ee
D — ( t  “12)[\bQ\‘'r'(kN+l + kN_i) + 2kN+lkh^ <L]. (55)
Note that the right-hand side of (54) is real, so that 4>i is pure 
imaginary.
Integrating (54) over the energy e, we find the spin cur­
rents j \= 0 and j zv = - a iHE, with a spin Hall conductivity 
given by
crsH = TrevA
^A'+i^oa (-) + kN_ib0af+j 
2D i
(56)
In the clean limit, \b\r> 1, one can replace the denomina­
tor D in Eq. (56) by \bQ\2(kN+l + kN__l)/2. Since a i±)^ \b^ ,  we 
see that <xsH is independent of r  and independent of the mag­
nitude of \b\ in this limit. By contrast, in the dirty limit, when 
\b\r<s i ,  we see that crsH
Note that the spin Hall conductivity cancels at N= 1 for an 
arbitrary scattering kernel K (0 -  O’). Indeed, according to Eq. 
(46), is identically zero for N= 1, while and k w given 
by Eqs. (46) and (47) are equal. Thus, both and a (_) are 
zero, therefore the first term in Eq. (56) vanishes. Also, kQ 
=0 by definition [see Eq. (53)], and the spin Hall conductiv­
ity is identically zero. This result is in agreement with a 
general argument given in Ref. 23.
VT. TSOTROPTC SCATTERTNG AND SMALL-ANGLE 
SCATTERING
For the case of isotropic impurity scattering, we have 
Kq=(2ttt)-1, and A"„,=0 for m *  0. We also have K= 0, i l  
=0, and 7(±)=0. Then, for |./Vj =£ 1, we find in the clean limit,




This is just the “universal intrinsic value” of the spin Hall 
conductivity for this model, as has been found previously by 
other authors, written for our present normalization. The re­
sult will be reduced by a factor of (1 + \bQ\2r)~~l if \bQ\r is not 
small.










[This form of Km reflects the well-known proportionality of 
the collision integral to r)2f(0)/fi02 in the small-angle scatter­
ing limit.] To compute Km, one has to integrate by parts and 
expand the integrand to the second order in 0. The result is




To= 7/o(N2- \ ) ( N - 0 ,
70= 3% ,
k w=3Nr/0. (60)
Using Eqs. (45), (53), (55), and (56), we thus obtain, in the 
limit of the small-angle scattering and \bQ\r> 1,
e N l N 2-
c rsH = 47t \ N ‘'+ 1
( N - i - 2 ) . (61)
As expected, this result gives crsH=0 for |V[ = 1. For \N\ 
+ 1, the result for small-angle scattering can be larger or 
smaller than (57), and can even have an opposite sign, de­
pending on the values of N  and £.
For a 2D hole system in GaAs, at low doping, with N  
=N=3 and £=0, we obtain, for small-angle scattering,
3 e
O'sH- ~ >5 7T
(62)
which has a different sign and is approximately twice as 
large as the result (57) for isotropic scattering.
In a remotely doped 2D electron or hole system, the 
charged impurities that compensate the carriers are located
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far from the 2D system, so they contribute only long- 
wavelength Fourier components to the disorder potential, 
and produce only small-angle scattering. As the set back dis­
tance is made large, their contribution to the transport scat­
tering rate decreases, so that eventually the latter may be 
dominated by a small concentration of residual impurities 
close to the layer, whose scattering amplitudes may be nearly 
isotropic. Thus, it is natural to consider a model where both 
types of impurities are important, so the scattering kernel 
K(0) contains both a narrow peak at 0 ^ 0 ,  and an isotropic 
^-independent part. We assume that a fraction p of the trans­
port scattering rate arises from small-angle scatterers and a 
fraction 1 —p arises from large-angle scatterers, i.e..
where and ns are the densities of isotropic and small-angle 
scatterers and the respective transport cross sections are cr*1 
and trf. We then Fourier transform K(0) and find that the 
coefficients km entering (56) are given by km= 1 - p+ p n r , for 
m + 0. [From (42) and (53), it may be seen that for arbitrary 
K(0), the transport scattering rate is determined by KQ- K h 
so that one always has ki = 1.] The constants ^  yJJ, and A."', 
given by Eqs. (46)-(48) have no contribution from the iso­
tropic part, and, are therefore, each reduced from the values 
given in (60) by a factor of p. The quantity rj0 is independent 
of p. Substituting these values in Eqs. (55) and (56), one 
finds, in the clean limit, for N ±  1:
e N
= ^ x  W + 1 - p ) - p ( N 2 -  1)87t1 + pN-
x [ 3 p - l  + 2 p ( N - £ - 3 ) ] } .  (64)
Equation (64) reproduces the “universal intrinsic value” (57) 
for p=0, and the small-angle scattering limit (61) for p= 1. 
Note, however, that it does not simply interpolate between 
the two values: Eq. (64) is not necessarily a monotonic func­
tion of p.
In general, the parameters N  and f  are related to each 
other. However, they enter Eq. (64) only via the combination 
N -£ .  In order to illustrate the behavior of our model for 
different values of N - £ ,  we plotted crsH(p) at different values 
of f, keeping N  fixed (see Fig. 1). Note that spin Hall con­
ductivity can even change its sign for N - £ >  2. Also, crsH can 
exceed the universal intrinsic value 3e/87r.
The model with a combination of isotropic and small- 
angle scattering can also be considered as an approximation 
to a situation where there is a single type of impurity with a 
scattering kernel that is neither isotropic nor strongly peaked 
at small angles.
VII. RELATION TO EXPERIMENTS AND PREVIOUS 
THEORETICAL RESULTS
In agreement with previous theoretical work, we have 
found that there is no spin Hall conductivity in the case N  
= ± 1, applicable to a 2D electron system with pure Rashba or
4i--------- ■--------- 1--------- ■--------- 1--------- '--------- 1--------- '--------- 14
FIG. 1. (Color online) Spin Hall conductivity crsH. in units of 
e/&ir. for various values of the band curvature parameter £. as a 
function of p . the fraction of transport scattering rate due to small- 
angle scatterers. All curves are for parameters N=N= 3. [See Eqs. 
(3) and (4) for definitions.] The clean limit (b0T> 1) is assumed. 
The case £=0 corresponds to a circularly symmetric model of a 2D 
hole gas in the limit of low carrier density.
k-linear Dresselhaus coupling, for arbitrary form of the im­
purity scattering, while the spin Hall conductivity has the full 
intrinsic value for the case N=3,  which models a 2D hole 
system, when the impurity scattering is isotropic. For angle- 
dependent scattering, with N=3,  we find that the spin Hall 
conductivity is altered, so that its precise value, and even its 
sign, can depend on such details as the ratio of small-angle to 
large-angle scattering, and the energy dependences of the 
spin-orbit coupling and of the hole velocity. For the 2D hole 
systems that actually occur in GaAs, an accurate computa­
tion should also take into account warping of the Fermi sur­
face due to tetragonal anisotropy, which has been omitted 
from our model.
Our results imply that spin-Hall conductivity for N i 11 is 
not universal. Quantization of crsH in units of e l i i r  is broken 
by small-angle scattering processes even in the clean limit 
(bQT> 1), when the spin-orbit field is strong. In contrast, 
charge Hall conductivity in the strong field limit is insensi­
tive to the details of disorder scattering. This difference prob­
ably reflects the nontopological origin of spin Hall conduc­
tivity. This conclusion is indirectly supported by the result of 
numerical Laughlin gauge flux experiments performed in 
Ref. 38 for N = h
In a recent paper, Liu and Lei39 have performed numerical 
calculations of the spin Hall conductivity for a two­
dimensional hole model, with scattering from impurities set 
back 50 nm from the layer. Their model has a quadratic en­
ergy spectrum, and k 3 spin-orbit coupling, corresponding to 
our model with N=N=3,  f=0, and has densities varying 
from 1010 to 1012 cm-2. (The densities in the published ver­
sion of Ref. 39 were misstated by a factor of 100.) Their 
numerical results for crsH range from slightly smaller than the 
intrinsic value, at their lowest densities, to roughly twice the 
intrinsic value at high densities, in all cases quite different 
from the prediction of Eq. (62). For high densities, it appears 
that their model is in the regime where the spin-orbit split­
ting b / v F is larger than the momentum transfer in a scatter­
ing event, so that our formulas would not apply. (The nu­
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merical results actually coincide with a prediction for this 
regime by Khaetskii41) However, we do not have a complete 
understanding of the numerical results at lower densities.
Although we do not know the precise value to be ex­
pected for the spin Hall conductivity in the 2D hole samples 
studied by Wunderlich et al,,3 it seems plausible that the 
magnitude should be similar to the universal intrinsic value 
for N=3. In a recent work, Nomura et al,35 have analyzed the 
geometry of the experiment in Ref. 3 and conclude that the 
amount of polarized light obtained is consistent in magnitude 
with what might be expected to arise from the predicted in­
trinsic spin Hall conductivity. Nevertheless, more work 
seems necessary before one can be confident that one has a 
complete understanding of the origin of the the observed 
polarization in these experiments. As has been noted by vari­
ous authors, spin polarization near a boundary depends on 
the boundary conditions, and may not be simply related to 
spin Hall currents away from the boundary. As an example, 
for the 2D electron system with pure Rashba coupling, where 
<xsH=0, one may still find spin polarization in the z direction 
near the lateral boundaries of a sample if spin-flip processes 
are strong at the boundary,36 or if electrons can cross the 
boundary into a contact or a region with different spin-orbit 
coupling.,6-37 In any case, it is expected that the polarization 
near a boundary will be insensitive to processes that occur 
further from the boundary than a few times the length scale 
for spin relaxation, and this length scale is quite short for 
holes in GaAs. It seems unlikely that one will be able to 
obtain a quantitative measure of the bulk spin Hall conduc­
tivity in such samples based on observations of spin accumu­
lation near a boundary.
In an earlier theoretical work by two of the present 
authors,40 a set of Boltzmann-like kinetic equations was de­
rived for a matrix distribution, denoted/ p(x,f), which con­
tained spin information but was integrated over the energy e. 
The model was restricted to the case of k-1 inear spin-orbit 
coupling, and impurities were not included. The focus of 
Ref. 40 was on the time evolution of distributions that are 
nonuniform in space, and the linear response to a time- 
dependent perturbation in the absence of impurity scattering. 
The formalism developed there cannot be directly applied to 
a spin-dependent transport in the presence of impurities, 
which is the focus of the present work.
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FIG. 2. Spin-orbit splitting splits the surface of a constant en­
ergy into two concentric circles with different radii ke±Sk , corre­
sponding to a different spin orientation (relative to spin-orbit fields). 
As a result, momentum transferred in a scattering process q+Sq 
depends on the electron spin orientation.
APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF SCATTERING KERNEL 
AND THE ELECTRIC FIELD TERM
1. Scattering kernel
We give here a derivation of the two terms Md and M ”’ in 
the scattering kernel (31), using an approach based on Fer­
mi's golden rule.
The term Md arises from the spin-orbit corrections to the 
density of final states. Consider an unpolarized electron of 
energy e, traveling in a direction 9' , incident on an impurity 
located at a point r 0. (The incident electron may be consid­
ered to be an incoherent 50-50 mixture of spin up and spin 
down states along any convenient axis of quantization.) Sup­
pose the electron is scattered into a direction 9. At the angle 
9, conservation of energy e=e/(+crf>/( permits two possible 
outgoing momenta kf+Sk, with Sk=b(9)a/2uf, where a  
= ±1 denotes a spin parallel or antiparallel to b(0). (See Fig.
2.) As in the discussion following (10), the corresponding 
densities of states, per unit 89, are given by (27T)“, (fcf 
+ Sk)/(ve+Sv), and the difference between a=±  1 is given 
by Sv=(27t) ^ ( d/d€)(kfb / v f). If we ignore possible differ­
ences in matrix elements for the two spin states, the differ­
ence in transition rates is given by W(q)Sv/2,  where W(q) is 
defined in (25). This leads to a net polarization of the scat­
tered spin, giving a contribution to d^(9)!dt  equal to 
Md(9,9')Sn(9'),  where Md is given by (32). Since the spin 
is conserved during the scattering event, we will also have a 
contribution to d<i>{9')ldt equal to -M d(0 ,9')Sn(9').
The term M ”’ arises from spin-dependent momentum 
shifts in the matrix elements. The momentum transferred 
during the scattering process depends on the spin orientation 
of both the initial and final state. Letting a'  = ± 1 distinguish 
between initial spin parallel or antiparallel to b(0'), we see 
that the actual momentum transfer is q+ Sq, where q is given 
by Eq. (25) and
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Sq = (\ )[b(6)a+ b(6')a'](dq/de) (Al)
is due to spin-orbit interaction. As we are assuming that 
b/EF<  1, and we only need the scattering kernel correct to 
linear order in b , we may consider the effects of b{6) and 
b(0') separately, and add the results at the end. Suppose that 
b(6) =0. Then Sq=[b(6')a'IA](dqlde). The change in the 
squared matrix element for the scattering process is given by 
SW=(dW/dq)Sq, which leads to different scattering rates for 
<j' = ± 1. The out-scattering process thus creates a net polar­
ization of the electrons remaining at angle 0', and gives a 
contribution to d$>(6')/dt) equal to
4 kfv f
b (o') ( e - e > \ M ( e - e > )  „
tan| — :—  ]------- ;-----Sn(6 ).
96
(A2)
Since the spin is conserved in the scattering process, we must 
have a contribution to d<i>(6)ldt which is the negative of 
(A2).
Next consider the case where b(6')=0. Now Sq depends 
on cr, so the scattering rate depends on which of the two final 
states is involved. The difference in matrix elements leads to 
a contribution to the polarization at 6 given by
m e )  bu?) . ( e - e > \ m e - e > )
= tan — S n ( e ) - (A3) at 4 k fv f \  2 /  88
Again, since the spin is conserved in the scattering process, 
we must have a contribution to d<&{6')l dt which is the nega­
tive of (A3). The sum of these four contributions give the 
contributions proportional to M w(6,6')Sn(6') in Eq. (30).
Although we have used Fermi’s golden rule and the Born 
approximation in deriving these results, we expect that Eqs.
(32) and (33) should hold more generally, within the model 




d ■ „ Ee d
— (6tatq) = — ,------
dd 8 TTVpdd
(bsin#). (A6)
By definition, [m (60-m eq(60] = /<ie‘J'(6U). Moreover, it 
is clear that 4»=0 for energies far from the Fermi energy, and 
for any fixed value of ft we must have d$>/dt\Ey--dfQ/de. 
Equation (29) then follows from (A6).
APPENDIX B: ALTERNATE DERIVATION USING 
GREEN’S FUNCTIONS
The kinetic equations (26)—(33) contains nondiagonal el­
ements of the spin density matrix and is therefore a quantum 
kinetic equation, rather than a conventional Boltzmann equa­
tion, which contains only occupation numbers. In this section 
we show that this equation can be derived from the micro­
scopic Hamiltonian (2) by Green’s function methods. In our 
derivation, we shall mainly follow the route outlined in Ref. 
44. As usual, we introduce one-particle retarded and ad­
vanced Green’s function GR and GA, and the Keldysh func­
tion Gk describing the nonequilibrium state of the system. 
(Note that all Green’s functions are operators in spin space.) 
Treating the disorder potential as a perturbation, one may 
write the Dyson equation for these functions in a matrix no­
tation:





Here the lower bar denotes the matrix in Keldysh space, and 
GQl = idt-H .  In this work, we neglect localization effects, 
and consider only diagrams with noncrossing impurity lines. 
This gives the standard approximation for the self-energy 
part
2. Electric field term, Eq. (29)
The direct effect of a uniform electric field term in the 
Hamiltonian, in an infinitesimal time interval St, is to dis­
place the momentum distribution by an amount <5k=Ee<5r, 
while keeping fixed the orientations of the spins. To see the 
effect of this, it is convenient to integrate over energy and the 
magnitude of the momentum, and define a spin density at an 
angle 6 by
r  £ r
m (0)= 7TT d4_(rafyn f}a('k,e)], (A4) 
J  o ® TT J
with k oriented in the direction ft In thermal equilibrium, m 
is given by
meq(ft) = h(8)kF/(%Ti2Vf), (A5)
under the assumption that b and the temperature T  are small 
compared to Ef .
The electric field term conserves the total spin, but gives 
rise to a flow of m around the unit circle at a velocity 6= 
-E e k p 1 sin ft for E along the x  axis. Then, to lowest order in 
the electric field, we have
i l(x, t ,x ' , t’) = W(x-x ' )G(x , t ,x ' , t ' ) ,  (B2)
where W (x-x ') = (V(x)V(x')) is the disorder correlation 
function.
For a time-independent disorder and in the absence of 
electron-electron and electron phonon interactions, the func­
tions Gr and Ga are independent of the Keldysh function GK. 
In fact, they are Hermitian conjugate to each other:
GA(f;,k) = G '(f;,k), (B3)
and it is sufficient to find only one of them. Since the func­
tions Gr and Ga are independent of the nonequilibrium state, 
they depend only on x - x ' in a translationally invariant sys­
tem. Going to the Fourier representation, one finds for GR:
Gr (E, k) =
f ; - e k + - o - - b ( k ) - 2 fi(f;,k)
(B4)
where ek is the hole dispersion without spin orbits, and
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d \ '
(2 ttY
W ( k - k ’)GR(E,k’), (B5)
where W(k) is the Fourier transform of the disorder correla­
tion function VV(x-x').
In general, the self-energy pail (B5) is an operator in spin 
space. Its Hermitian pail describing disorder-induced renor­
malization of the electron spectrum and spin-orbit coupling 
will be ignored in the following. The anti-Hermitian part of
ItgiE.k) which we denote - / / 2 f  describes the decay of one- 
particle state because of elastic scattering. It is convenient to 
project the function GR(k' ,E) onto spin eigenstates:
Gr (E, k ') =■■'2-------------- L
fi=±E - E ^ k ’) +
2 r ^ E X )
X 1 +
(3cr ■ b(k ') 




are corresponding eigenvalues, and r^(£,k) are lifetimes. 
Since the imaginary pail of GR(E,k ') is peaked near E 
= E{j(k'), one can replace it by a delta-function to get the 
self-energy in the leading order in impurity concentration. 
Thus, we find
1 /3cr • b (k ') '
HE,k) " J (2-7t)“ p \  b(k') 
X W(k - k ' ) S ( E -  Epik')). (B8)
In this work, we restrict ourselves by the first order correc­
tions in spin-orbit coupling. Also, we will be primarily inter­




Expanding Eq. (B8) to the first order in b (k '), one finds, on 
the mass shell,
--  = 27T
C d1 k '
■cr-[b(k)-b(k')]<5'(ek - e k,)]. (BIO)
Thus, in general, scattering rates are different for spin major­
ity and spin minority bands.
Having found the retarded function GR(E,k), one can 
now rewrite the remaining equation for GK to make it uni­
form in Gk (see Ref. 44 for details):
CR'CK- GkGji —Gk%k — %kGR ~ * K " (BID
where
5  K(x,x' ,t,t ') = W(x -  x ' )GK(x,x',  ?,?'), (BI 2)
and operators GR{ and GJ^ act on the left and the right argu­
ment of Gk, respectively. We now apply Wigner transform:
GK(t,x;t ' ,x') = J dE dl k Jk-  (x-x1 )~iE(t~t1)
2tt (2tt)~
t + t’ x + x ’ "
XgkF\  2 ’ 2 
and the left-hand side of Eq. (BID becomes
(B13)
(Gr[Gk - G kG^)
, 1 J k 1 <?(b • cr)
dt 2 \ m  2 dk ^SkE
-  9 [o’ • b ( k ) , ^  |  , »
(B14)
where the scattering rate operator 1 / f k is given by Eq. (BIO). 
The right-hand side of Eq. (BID takes the form
(B7) /
d k '
( 2 t t )
rW (k -k ')
x[GR(E,k)gklE(xj)  -  gk,E(x j)GJi(E,k)]
(B15)
(here we assumed that x and t dependence of #k/? is smooth 
on the scale of Fermi wavelength).
Calculating transport quantities, we are normally inter­
ested in Keldysh Green's function at coinciding temporal 
points, ?=?', which in the Wigner representation corresponds 
to energy-integrated functions. However, Eqs. (BI 1)—(BI5) 
contain the Green's function for arbitrary energies. To ex­
press all quantities in terms of functions at ?=?', we use the 
following ansatz for gk/,::
gkE=GR(EM)hk - h kGA(EM), (B16)
where the function hk depends only on momentum. Integrat­
ing Eq. (B16) over E, one finds
/ 0 SkE~ihk'  27T (B17)
Therefore, the function hk( x j )  can be used to compute trans­
port quantities. In fact, the function f k= 1 - 2 h k can be inter­
preted as a distribution function, with diagonal elements of 
/ k being the occupation numbers.
Now we can derive the equation for the function hk(x,t) 
by integrating left- and right-hand sides of quantum kinetic 
equations (B14) and (B15). Since the left-hand side depends 
on E only via GK(E), the integration is trivial. The terms on 
the right-hand side [Eq. (B15)] contain E explicitly, and 
should be carefully integrated. Substituting the definition 
(B16) into the Eq. (B15), one gets four different terms. Two 
of them contain the product of two retarded (or two ad­
vanced) Green's functions, and vanish after integration over
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E. The two remaining terms are anti-Hermitian conjugate to 
each other. One of them has the form
R i I
dE - - -
— GR(E,k)hk'GA(E,k').  (BI8) 
2tt
Projecting Green’s function onto eigenstates with the help of 
Eq. (B6) and integrating over E, one finds
cr-b(k)'




2 \ ^ ( k )  Ts-( k')/




where the spin-majority and spin-minority energy bands are 
given by Eq. (B7). Assuming the scattering rate 1! Ta in the 
denominator to be small, we now rewrite this term using the 
Sokhotsky formula:
1 1
-------= P— -  iirS(x),
x + i 0 x
(B20)
where P denotes the principal value. Subtracting the Hermit­
ian conjugate and expanding to the first order in spin-orbit 
field b(k), one finds, for the right-hand side of quantum ki­
netic equation
R [ - R {  = 2Trhw S{ek -  ek<) -  7r{/iu-,<r ■ [b(k)-b(k')]}
X £>'(ek -  £k/) -  /P
[/»h,,g-[b(k) + b(k>)]] 
(eu - e u,)2
(B21)
The first term in Eq. (B21) is a conventional scattering term, 
while the second is the spin-orbit correction to the scattering 
rate. The third term is due to the renormalization of one- 
particle spectrum by the disorder, and should be ignored in 
the following, since we already neglected similar terms in 
the real part of self-energy. Now we can use Eqs. (B21) and 
(B14) to write the equation for hk:
dhk 1J k
dt 2 ] m





V/i. ■ -[<r ■ b(k),/ik]
(277-)'




(we grouped together terms proportional to W).
To this point, we did not take into account the effects of 
the external electric field. To incorporate the electric field 
into the kinetic equation, consider a very smooth external 
scalar potential t/(r). Strictly speaking, this potential breaks
translational invariance, and the calculations we have done 
so far become invalid. However, for the small field the po­
tential t/(r) is smooth on the spin-orbit precession length 
fivelb  and does not lead to transitions between spin sub­
bands. Therefore, t/(r) can be considered as a local shift of
the electron energy. The term GR{GK- G KGA{ now contains 
t/(r)-t/(r'), which becomes, after the Wigner transform, 
VrUVkgkE. Thus, the electric field term in the kinetic equa­
tion takes the standard form. Rewriting kinetic equations in 
terms of function f k=1 - 2 hk, one finds
dfk 1 J k 1 <?(b ■«■)_* [ /' r <?/k
—  + - )  ~  -  ~ — “----. Y/k -  “ [«■' b(k),/k] + eE—dt 2 1m 2 dk 2 dk
■ 2ttf d 2k '  (27r)2W (k -k ') - f k ) X <  -  ek')
-  -  A .o- ■ [b(k) -b (k ')]} ^ '(€ U - e k, )f .  (B23)
An equivalent kinetic equation, written in the helicity ba­
sis, was used in Ref. 17 for the case of the winding number 
N= 1, and was later extended for N=t 1 in Ref. 41. An alter­
native derivation of Eq. (B23) is to start with the kinetic 
equation of Ref. 17, rewrite it in the original basis, and ex­
pand to the first order in the spin-orbit field.
In principle, the kinetic equation in the form (B23) allows 
one to compute spin transport in a 2D hole gas. Note, how­
ever, that in general, spin-orbit terms on the right-hand side 
mix states with different values of ek because of the presence 
of the derivative of delta-function. Thus, one has to consider 
all electron states with different energies simultaneously. 
This mixing occurs because the quantity ek is not conserved 




is conserved. We are now going to use this integral of motion 
to separate the contribution of electrons with different ener­
gies, and make the energy conservation explicit. We shall 
make the change of variables, expressing the electron mo­
mentum in terms of energy e and momentum direction 0. 
Note, however, that the electron energy e contains a spin- 
dependent part, and therefore replacing momentum length by 
€ is not a simple algebraic transformation: one has to ensure 
the proper ordering of spin operators in the resulting expres­
sion. To figure out this operator order, consider the effect of 
spin-dependent gauge transformation
¥'(r) = UCJV(r)  = exp[i(q ■ r)(<r ■ b)]¥(r) (B25)
on the one-particle density matrix pr-r/ = ^ rt(r)^r(r'). In the 
first order in b, one finds
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P,-.r' ^irPr.r' ir Pr.
iq ■ ( r -  r')
iq ■ (r + r')
[pr.r-,0--b]
{Pr.r',0"' b}. (B26)
By doing Wigner transforms with respect to r and r', one 
arrives at
p '(R ,p) = p(R,p) -  i[p(R,p),(q ■ R)(cr ■ b)]
+ {(q-V p)p(R,p),(cr-b)}. (B27)
The second term in Eq. (B27) describes spin rotation due to 
transformation UlT, and the third term describes the spin- 
dependent momentum shift. Note that the spin operator in 
the last term acts symmetrically on p. This symmetry is re­
lated to the antisymmetric action of momentum operator on 
'P(r) and *PT(r ')  in p,.,./. One can undo the spin rotation 
described by the second term in Eq. (B27), and use the third 
term as a prescription of how the spin-dependent momentum 
shift should be performed:
p[R,p + q(cr ■ b)] = p(R,p) + T{(q ■ Vp)p(R,p),(cr ■ b)}.
(B28)
Now we can replace the momentum in Eq. (B23) by
(B29)
- cr ■ b -
k = ^ + ------k,
where k ={cos 0,sin 0) is the unit vector in the momentum 
direction, and kf and v e=dek/dk are defined in Sec. III. To 
rewrite the gradient term in this representation, one can sim­
ply replace the momentum according to Eq. (B29):
dt
l j  ; dvev  b r i>^o[b(k)-cr] „  -
x n  v Ji + ~,— ; r “k ~ ~ ;-------- ;-------’v r /de 2 de
(B30)
The spin-orbit rotation term already contains spin-orbit fields 
and should not be modified at all, because corrections to it 
would produce the terms of order of (b!Ef )2 which are ne­
glected in this derivation:
dl
dt
-[c r-b (k ),/] . (B31)
To find the electric field contribution, note that for small field 
it should be computed only for an equilibrium distribution. 
In the equilibrium, the occupation numbers / k depend only 
on the total energy. Thus,
dt





v f(kf)cos 0 +
tr ■ b(kf)
v e <?(b ■ cr) 1 <?(b ■ cr) sin 0
------------- cos 0 + -------------------
2 de 2 d0 kf
(B32)
[the second term here takes into account the momentum shift 
given by Eq. (B29)].
In the scattering term, the delta-function and its derivative 
combine into <5(e-e'), due to the energy conservation. In 
zeroth order, the scattering contribution is
dt
k 4 0 '
ITTIK
W ( k - k ' ) [ f ( 0 ' ) - f ( 0 ) l  (B33)
where both k and k ' are taken on the surface ek=e. Spin- 
orbit corrections to Eq. (B33) arise from either the volume 
element d2k ' or the matrix element VF(k-k'). The matrix 
element contribution is due to spin-orbit-induced changes of 
k and k ':
dt
k J 0’ ( d w  aw  ,, 
i h *  h ' ( * b(k)+^ b(k)
f ( e , 0 ' ) - f ( e , 0 ) (B34)
Transforming this expression as explained in Appendix A, 
one recovers the scattering kernel M„..
The volume element is computed as follows:
d \ i  = kdkcl0-
t r - b \ d k
kf + ------  — ddde.  (B35)
2ik j de
The derivative dk/de  should be computed to the first order in 
spin-orbit field, as explained in comments to Eq. (10), and 
the volume element becomes
d \  = ded0\
/ t + i a keb e- c r '
\ v f 2 de
(B36)
(as usual, its matrix part should be applied symmetrically). 
This gives additional contributions to the collision integral:
dt
f d0' ,, 
=-J ^ “,(k-k)
j  d kfv  ■ b (kf)
[ de 2ve ’
f (e ,0 ’) - f ( e , 0 )  k (B37)
The evolution of the density matrix p in e -  0 representation 
is then given by
dh
dt dt
df + i . + dl + + i .
s * h dt E dt 0 dt d dt
(B38)
where all terms are given by Eqs. (B30)-(B34) and (B37).
To simplify the calculation of physical quantities, one can 
remove the spin dependence from the volume element. To do 
that, we include the volume element in the distribution func­
tion via the following transformation:
ke - d k fv  b (kf)
n(e, 0) = —f(e,0) + - \ f ( e ,  0),----------------
v f 4 de v f
(B39)
One can see that in the first order in spin-orbit coupling
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f{/(e, 0),rf2k} = n(e, 0 )d ed 0 . (B40)
The function n(e , 6) can be now identified with the distribu­
tion used throughout the paper, up to the factor 1/(27t)2. 
Substituting Eqs. (B39) and (11) into Eqs. (B32), (B34), and 
(B37), one can reproduce Eqs. (29), (33), and (32), respec­
tively. Indeed, the spin-orbit correction to the electric field 




J . f o  O' J k eb e k j i ,  Bv (
■ e h ------ • i vf cos 0--------- + ------cos 0—
Be 2. Be v t  v* Be
Bbf sin 8Bb
-  A’ cos 0— 1 + ----------f .
e Be ve B0)




Bf(l <r b f  sin 0Bb
eE — - \  cos 0—  + ----------
Be 2 v f v f  B0
(B42)
thus reproducing Eq. (29). The matrix element correction to 
the collision integral (B34) reproduces Eq. (33). The density 
of states correction (B37), however, is modified by a similar 
contribution that arises from the transformation of the colli­
sion integral (B33). In the latter, one has to express f ( e ,  0') 
in terms of n(e , 0) and then transform the resulting contribu­
tion according to Eq. (B39) to get Bn!Bt. As a result, four 
spin-orbit terms arise. Then, the term in Eq. (B37) containing 
n(d') is canceled by the corresponding contribution to Eq. 
(B33). A similar cancellation occurs for the n(0) term. Thus, 
one recovers Eq. (32). This concludes the derivation of the 
kinetic equation (26) by Green’s function method.
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